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Editorial
for the Proceedings of 
E-MRS Spring Meeting 2014 Symposium Y 
Advanced Materials and Characterization Techniques for Solar Cells II
During the last decade, the photovoltaics world market has been growing enormously, leading to a
substantial price reduction of photovoltaic energy so that grid parity has been reached in most parts of the 
world. Although there has been a shift during the last years in market from Europe to Asia and the United 
States, Europe is still the world’s leading region in terms of cumulative installed capacity, with more than
80 GW of the 140 GW globally installed. Photovoltaics has shown its huge potential to fulfill the green 
energy demand and to allow a transition towards a clean, safe and decentralized electricity supply. At the 
same time, cell and module efficiencies have been increasing steadily during the last decade in laboratory 
and pilot line environments for all different photovoltaic technologies. The challenge of the scientific 
photovoltaic community in the coming years is to achieve high device efficiencies at low cost in large 
production volumes. To be able to do this, innovative and new technologies are needed to enable future 
industrial high-efficiency device architectures. Extensive material research will have to play a key role in 
this, since even more than in the past, research and development are essential for further progress of the 
PV technology. 
With this in mind, the “Advanced Materials and Characterization Techniques for Solar Cells II” symposium 
provided a forum for scientists both from academia and industry to discuss advances in material science,
characterization, and device processing. As a continuation of the previous edition in 2012, the main aim 
was to achieve a cost reduction and an efficiency increase of future solar cells. The 2014 symposium was 
part of the MRS and E-MRS Bilateral Energy Conference held within the E-MRS Spring meeting 2014. 
More than 220 abstracts, coming from five different continents, were submitted. A total of 18 invited talks 
and 58 contributed talks were presented over the course of a week. Moreover, three large afternoon 
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sessions hosted more than 130 poster contributions. The five-day symposium was a real success in 
terms of attendee participation and scientific excellence, thanks to the work of the scientific committee 
members, the session chairmen and the symposium assistants [Manuel Mendes (CNR-IMM), Bart van 
Dam (U. Amsterdam), and Hisham Nasser (METU)]. Support to the symposium by Semilab Co. Ltd. 
(Hungary) is acknowledged and greatly appreciated.
Although silicon is the dominant material used in the photovoltaic industry today, alternative materials,
novel concepts and characterization techniques are needed to meet long-term clean-energy goals. The 
symposium therefore effectively dealt with a large variety of exciting research topics, such as light 
trapping strategies (including plasmonics, up- and down- conversion, scattering engineering, ...), novel 
and Earth abundant materials (Cu and Zn oxides, perovskites, kesterites, organic polymers), quantum 
structures (nanowires and quantum dots), silicon wafer-based devices, transparent contacts, multi-
junction solar cells, and many more.
This issue of Energy Procedia contains 28 reviewed symposium-related papers. Another 18 symposium-
related manuscripts have been carefully selected to be published in a special issue of  the Elsevier 
journal Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells. Together, both Energy Procedia and Solar Energy 
Materials and Solar Cells issues form the proceedings of the “Advanced Materials and Characterization 
Techniques for Solar Cells II” symposium of 2014.
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